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Abstract 

Exploring a catalytic reaction, other than water oxidation, at the photoanode of a 

photoelectrochemical cell is probably a key feature to more efficiently generate the electrons 

needed to produce solar fuels. In this framework, we describe herein the fabrication of a TiO2 
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based DSPEC using a zinc porphyrin (ZnP) sensitizer and a TEMPO organo-catalyst that 

quite efficiently catalyzes light driven oxidation of methoxybenzyl alcohol into aldehyde. 

Two dyads ZnP-TEMPO, differing by the anchoring group (carboxylic acid and hydroxamic 

acid) on ZnP, were prepared and their electrochemical, absorption, emission properties were 

recorded and quantum chemical modelling was realized. The photovoltaic performances in 

DSSCs were first examined in order to optimize the dyeing conditions and compare the 

relative efficiencies of the compounds. The dyads substituted with TEMPO outperform the 

reference zinc porphyrin lacking TEMPO with a much higher Jsc and Voc. The photocatalytic 

properties after immobilization on TiO2 nanocrystalline films towards para-methoxy benzyl 

alcohol oxidation were explored in borate buffer and in acetonitrile electrolyte. In borate 

buffer, the optimal pH was 8 and using the dyad ZnP-TEMPO anchored with hydroxamic 

acid, para-methoxy benzaldehyde was selectively produced with average photocurrent 

density of 200 A/cm
2
, a faradaic efficiency of 82%, a TON of 26, and a TOF of 47 h

-1
. In 

acetonitrile in presence of 0.1 M of N-methyl-imidazole, the same dyad gives an average 

photocurrent density of about 100 A/cm
2
, a faradaic efficiency of 76%, a TON of 13, and a 

TOF of 24 h
-1

. The stability of the anchor is crucial in acetonitrile electrolyte, where the dyad 

is quite soluble, since only the dyad functionalized with hydroxamic acid is compatible with 

these organic solvent conditions. Overall this study paves the way to the development of more 

efficient and probably more stable TiO2 based DSPECs for alcohol oxidation that could 

advantageously complement those devoted to water oxidation. 

 

Introduction 

Degradation of the biosphere by the pollution generated from fossil fuels burning has 

stimulated an intense research activity devoted to the storage of sunlight as chemical fuels 

towards a sustainable society.
1,2, 3

 To this end, the development of photoelectrochemical cell 

(PEC) is one of the most investigated and probably the most promising approach.
4-6

 In such 

systems, a compound is reduced at the photocathode by the electrons produced by the 

oxidation of a substrate at the photoanode. In many cases, water is the source of electrons 

upon its oxidation into oxygen. Although this reaction is interesting because water is a very 

abundant and harmless compound, it is a challenging transformation since it involves four 

oxidizing equivalents. Moreover, it is energetically costing as it requires a potential of 1.23 V 

vs. NHE at pH = 0 and it is usually catalyzed by expensive noble metal based catalysts.
7, 8

 All 

these factors taken together explain why water oxidation is most often the limiting process 

that decreases the overall efficiency of PECs. Water oxidation releases oxygen, which is a 

product of poor economic value, but they are several attractive alternative reactions that can 

produce more added values products.
9-11

 For example, replacement of water oxidation by the 

selective oxidation of organic molecules, such as alcohols, is certainly a valuable strategy to 

produce high-valued carbonyl compounds, and at the same time it is possible to reduce 

various substrates such as protons, carbon dioxide or nitrogen at the other electrode in a 

tandem system.
12-14

 Besides generating more economically valuable materials at both 

electrodes, the advantages of alcohol oxidation stems from the fact that this reaction 

necessitates a lower potential than water oxidation (-0.143 V vs. NHE for benzyl alcohol 
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oxidation versus 1.23 V vs. NHE for water oxidation at pH = 0 for both)
15

 and only two holes 

instead of four, and consequently only two photons. In addition, light driven alcohol oxidation 

could represent an attractive, cheaper, safer and more environmentally benign oxidation 

protocol than the usual noxious chemical approaches that employ stoichiometric amounts of 

toxic oxidants.
16

 Moreover, biomass remains a largely unexploited supply of raw materials for 

the chemical industry and is indeed an immense source of alcohols.
17

 There are several 

approaches to design a PEC and among them dye-sensitized photoelectrosynthesis cell 

(DSPEC) is particularly interesting, because it does not involve low bandgap semiconductors, 

which present the disadvantage of being usually unstable in contact with an aqueous 

electrolyte upon light irradiation.
18

 On the other hand, the performances of DSPECs are 

usually modest, most certainly because the dye must feed the catalyst with several redox 

equivalents before catalysis occurs.
19-22

 This requirement is particularly demanding in the 

context of a photosensitized electrode, because it implies that: i) the dye photoexcitation 

frequency is high, so that the same dye absorbs photons at close intervals in order to funnel 

several charges to the catalyst before charge recombination takes place, which is a difficult 

task with the low photon flux of sunlight, or ii) the lateral charge diffusion inside the 

monolayer of the chemisorbed molecules is quite efficient, at least faster than charge 

recombination, so as several different oxidized dyes could feed the catalyst with oxidation 

equivalents.
23-27

 As a result, choosing an oxidation reaction which involves only two 

oxidizing equivalents, instead of four, could be a nice opportunity to alleviate the challenging 

multiple charge accumulation step in DSPEC. On this field, the seminal work of Meyer and 

co-workers
28

 was followed by a few other studies,
19, 29, 30

 but alcohol oxidation in DSPEC still 

remains an unexplored scientific topic today, particularly if one compares it with water 

oxidation.
31, 32

 All the previously reported studies of alcohol oxidation with DSPEC that we 

are aware of rely on a ruthenium polypyridine complex as catalyst
19, 28, 31, 32

 and very often 

with a ruthenium tris-bipyridine based TiO2 sensitizer, although a few publications describe 

systems with an organic sensitizer.
29, 30, 33, 34

 Very recently, an interesting study reports a 

DSPEC type photoanode made of TiO2 film sensitized by a ruthenium tris-bipyridine complex 

that depolymerizes lignin with N-hydroxyphthalimide catalyst solubilized into an acetonitrile 

based electrolyte.
35

 A catalytic photocurrent density of about 130 A/cm
2
 was measured upon 

light irradiation (200 mW/cm
2
) with an applied potential of 0.75 V vs. SCE. Nitroxides in 

general and 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-piperidine N-oxyl (TEMPO) in particular are very active, 

cheap and green catalysts for alcohol oxidation,
36

 that is even applied to chemical industry.
37, 

38
 Light driven alcohol oxidation catalyzed by a TEMPO derivative has been demonstrated in 

homogeneous systems with a dye in presence of a sacrificial electron acceptor (typically 

Co(NH3)5Cl3).
39-43

 TEMPO mediated alcohol oxidation was also described with a visible light 

absorbing n-type semiconductor such as BiVO4 or WO3 as photoanode.
14, 44-46

 Interestingly, 

TEMPO derivatives were successfully implemented as redox mediators in dye sensitized solar 

cells proving that hole transfer could be efficiently realized from an oxidized sensitizer to the 

nitroxide radical even with a weak driving force.
47-50

 Moreover, visible light photocatalytic 

TEMPO-mediated oxidation of alcohols to aldehydes has been reported with dyes upon 

oxidative quenching by a sacrificial electron acceptor in solution or with a hybrid system 

consisting of TiO2 or ZnO dye-sensitized nanoparticles.
39, 40, 42, 43
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In this study, we investigate the fabrication of a TiO2 based DSPEC for alcohol oxidation 

using for the first time a TEMPO catalyst covalently appended to an organic sensitizer (Figure 

1). The purposes of this study are two folds. First, to explore the benefit of choosing a two 

holes oxidation reaction by comparing its efficiency with other reported DSPECs oxidizing 

water instead of alcohol. Second, to investigate the possibility of designing DSPEC with only 

abundant elements by replacing the classical ruthenium alcohol oxidation catalyst
51

 by a 

TEMPO derivative and to assess its potential in term of photocatalytic performance. Towards 

this objective, two dyads composed of a zinc porphyrin linked to a TEMPO were prepared 

and their photocatalytic properties in DSPECs investigated. Zinc porphyrin sensitizers were 

successfully used in DSPEC for water oxidation,
52-56

 legitimating such choice since the 

catalytic potential of TEMPO is less anodic than that of many water oxidation catalysts. 

Hydroxamic acid was selected as anchoring group in order to maintain a robust linkage to the 

TiO2 surface and avoid leaching of the dyad during photocatalysis.
57-61

 Indeed, oxidation 

catalysis occurs more favorably in neutral and even basic conditions,
62, 63

 in such conditions it 

is crucial to install a strong anchoring group to avoid premature desorption of the molecular 

system. 

 

Figure 1. Structures of the compounds used in this study. 

 

Overall, this study highlights that alcohol oxidation in DSPEC with TEMPO organo-catalyst 

activated by an organic dye is a promising and valuable strategy to replace classical water 

oxidation, since quite good efficiency could be demonstrated with ZnP-TEMPO dyads. The 

system works both in aqueous and organic solvents and the covalent attachment of the 

catalyst to the dye is not absolutely mandatory to achieve good photocatalytic performances, 

but it presents the real advantage of providing an easier recovery of the catalyst and becomes 

unavoidable when the catalyst is insoluble in the electrolyte. 
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Results and discussion 

Synthesis 

The synthetic approach for the preparation of the porphyrin dyads ZnP-TEMPO is illustrated 

in Scheme S1. Initially the HO2C-ZnP-CO2H porphyrin was synthesized according to the 

literature
64

 and then an amide coupling with NH2-TEMPO was conducted using HATU as 

coupling reagent, yielding the HO2C-ZnP-TEMPO dyad. Subsequently, the carboxylic acid 

anchoring group was converted into hydroxamic acid by using hydroxylamine hydrochloride, 

affording the hyd-ZnP-TEMPO dyad. The synthetic procedure of the reference derivative 

HO2C-ZnP has been previously reported from our group,
34

 while the reference compound 

hyd-ZnP was prepared following similar reactions (Scheme S2). The successful synthesis of 

all the final and intermediate compounds was verified via 
1
H and 

13
C NMR spectroscopies 

(Figures S26–S34, ESI
†
), and MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. The assignment of the 

corresponding peaks was achieved through 2-D COSY, HMBC and HSQC NMR spectra 

analysis. 

 

Absorption and emission spectra 

The absorption spectra of the compounds were recorded in solution (Figures S1-S4) and on 

thin TiO2 films (Figure S5). The spectroscopic data are collected in Table 1. The spectra 

display the classical absorption bands of tetraaryl zinc porphyrin with a Soret transition 

located at 426 nm and two Q transitions peaking at 555 and 598 nm. As expected, the 

appended TEMPO moiety does not alter the absorption spectra of the ZnP-TEMPO dyads, 

since there is no electronic communication between ZnP and TEMPO owing to the absence of 

a -conjugated pathway (see also calculations below). Interestingly, both the reference zinc 

porphyrins and ZnP-TEMPO dyads are emissive with no significant extinction of the 

fluorescence in the dyads, indicating that TEMPO does not quench the porphyrin singlet 

excited state by electron transfer nor promotes intersystem crossing (Figures S6-S7). 

 

Table 1. Absorption and emission properties of the compounds recorded in dichloromethane. 

Oxidation potentials of the compounds recorded on meso-ITO and Gibbs free energy of the electron 

injection (Ginj) in TiO2 and hole shift reaction (Ghs). 

Dye abs/ nm (/M
-

1xcm
-1

) 

em 

(nm) 

E00
a
 

(eV) 

EOx(TEMPO) 

(V vs. SCE) 

EOx(ZnP) 

(V vs. 

SCE) 

Ginj
b
 

(eV) 

Ghs
c
 

(eV) 
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HO2C-ZnP 426 (452.3), 555 

(16.6), 598 (5.7) 

607, 656 2.06 - 0.78 -0.58 

(-0.41) 

- 

HO2C-ZnP-

TEMPO 

426 (432.8), 557 

(16.8), 598 (4.8) 

607, 655 2.06 0.73 0.79 -0.57 

(-0.40) 

-0.06 

hyd-ZnP 426 (445.3), 556 

(16.6), 598 (4.9) 

607, 656 2.06 - 0.86 -0.50 

(-0.34) 

- 

hyd-ZnP-

TEMPO 

426 (417.8), 557 

(15.5), 597 (4.7) 

606, 655 2.06 0.74 0.84 -0.52 

(-0.35) 

-0.1 

a
determined with the wavelength (inter) at the intersection of the normalized absorption and 

emission spectra with the equation E00 = 1240/inter. 
b
calculated according to the 

equation:Ginj = EOx(ZnP) – E00 - ECB(TiO2), with ECB(TiO2) = -0.7 V vs. SCE in 

acetonitrile
65

 and in parentheses in buffer at pH = 8 with ECB(TiO2) = -0.87 V vs. SCE at pH = 

8.
66

 
c
calculated according to the equation:Ghs = EOx(TEMPO) - EOx(ZnP). 

 

 

Electrochemistry 

The redox potentials of the zinc porphyrin and TEMPO were investigated by cyclic 

voltammetry after chemisorption on mesoporous indium tin oxide (meso-ITO) in acetonitrile 

containing lithium perchlorate (0.1 M) as supporting electrolyte (Figures S8-S9). The two 

oxidation processes are quite close and consequently are not well separated in the cyclic 

voltammograms. However, it is clear that zinc porphyrin oxidation occurs at about 100 mV 

higher potential than that of TEMPO, leaving a modest, but non null, driving force for the 

hole shift reaction from oxidized zinc porphyrin to TEMPO (
+
ZnP-TEMPO → ZnP-

TEMPO
+
). Efficient electron transfer from TEMPO to an oxidized sensitizer on TiO2 with a 

small Gibbs free energy (-0.18 eV) was reported, illustrating that such process can occur with 

weak driving force.
47

 On the other hand, the electron injection reaction is thermodynamically 

favorable by at least - 0.37 eV in borate buffer at pH = 8 (Table 1). Upon addition of para-

methoxybenzyl alcohol (MeO-Ph-CH2OH) in acetonitrile electrolyte, the cyclic voltammogram 

of the dyad ZnP-TEMPO on meso-ITO shows the appearance of an intense irreversible wave 

attributed to the catalytic oxidation of alcohol by TEMPO, with an onset potential at 0.74 V 

vs. SCE (Figure S10). 

 

Quantum chemical calculations 

We have performed DFT calculations on hyd-ZnP-TEMPO (see the ESI
†
 for technical 

details). First, the calculations confirmed that the unpaired electron is confined on the 

TEMPO and that vertical oxidation yield a change of density localized on that unit 

specifically, the saturated bridge preventing delocalization between the two moieties (Figure 

S11). Second the MO diagrams of hyd-ZnP-TEMPO (Figure S12) reveals that the unpaired 

electron of the TEMPO appears slightly below the HOMO located on the ZnP unit. The 

computed difference is -0.21 eV, hinting at a small driving force for the hole shift, one hyd-
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ZnP-TEMPO is oxidized, which is consistent with the experimental findings. To have a more 

accurate evaluation of this energy difference (than with MOs), we have determined the 

adiabatic ionization potentials (including zero-point corrections) for the separated ZnP and 

TEMPO moieties by the SCF approach. The computed IP are 5.08 and 5.21 eV for ZnP and 

TEMPO, respectively, leading to a driving force of -0.13 eV well in line with the 

electrochemical measurements. 

 

Photophysical study 

Electronic transient absorption (TA) measurements were performed with both hyd-ZnP-

TEMPO and the reference hyd-ZnP dye onto TiO2 films in the borate electrolyte. A first 

series of fs-ps measurements were carried out upon 550 nm excitation of films with an 

absorbance of about 0.4 at that wavelength (Figure 2A). Owing to the very high absorbance of 

the film in the Soret band region, no TA could be measured between 450 and 400 nm. 

Directly after excitation, the TA spectra exhibit an intense excited-state absorption (ESA) 

band around 460 nm that can be attributed to the local S1 state of ZnP. ESA is also observed 

above 590 nm and is modulated by the overlapping negative contributions from the ground-

state bleach (GSB) at 600 nm as well as the stimulated emission (SE) around 610 and 660 nm. 

The 460 nm band loses about 80% of its intensity within 100 ps and the contribution of the SE 

at 670 nm decays as well. Subsequently, the 620-750 nm region is dominated by a broad ESA. 

Unambiguous assignment this ESA is difficult, because the radical cation, anion and the T1 

state of ZnP are known to absorb in this region.
67, 68

 However, the changes in the TA spectra 

are consistent with the formation of the radical cation of the ZnP subunit upon charge 

injection into TiO2. Unambiguous detection of ZnP cation was achieved with a second series 

of fs-ps TA measurements with low concentration of adsorbed dyes (absorbance of ~0.05 at 

550 nm) to allow for monitoring the Soret band region. Figure 2B shows that the decay of the 

S1 band at 460 nm is accompanied by a partial recovery of the GSB in the Soret region as well 

as by the rise of a new band at 405-410 nm. The latter can be unambiguously assigned to the 

radical cation of ZnP.69, 70
 This feature is usually difficult to detect because of its close 

proximity to the intense Soret band. The time evolution of the intensity of the ZnP cation band 

is depicted in the inset of Figure 2B. The rise of the cation band can be well reproduced using 

the sum of two exponential functions with 6.3 and 75 ps time constants and similar 

amplitudes. 
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Figure 2. fs-ps transient absorption spectra recorded at various time delays after 550 nm 

excitation of TiO2 films with high (A) and low (B) concentrations of adsorbed hyd-ZnP-

TEMPO. The gray line in A represents the stimulated emission spectrum in acetonitrile. The 

inset in B shows the time evolution of the absorbance of the porphyrin cation band at 405 nm. 

 

The slower cation dynamics were monitored using ns- s TA upon 532 nm excitation. As 

shown in Figure 3, both the GSB and the ZnP cation bands decay concurrently on multiple 

timescales with 2, 50 ns and 10  s time constants to a weak residual spectrum with >100  s 

decay time. Because of the absence of spectroscopic signature of the TEMPO cation in the 

370-1500 nm region, it is impossible to determine whether the decay of the ZnP cation and 

the recovery of the GSB are due to a hole shift from ZnP cation to TEMPO or to charge 

recombination with the semi-conductor. The same TA measurements, performed with the 

hyd-ZnP reference compound in TiO2, also evidence the formation of the ZnP cation (Figure 

S13). The decay of the ZnP cation band does not differ significantly from that measured with 

hyd-ZnP-TEMPO (Figure S14). However, this similarity does not exclude occurrence of 

hole shift to TEMPO, but could result from a slow hole shift that only partially competes with 

recombination. This would be consistent with the weak driving force of this process (~0.1 

eV). By comparison, intermolecular hole shifts between TEMPO and oxidized organic dyes 

on TiO2 with a driving force of 0.18 and 0.25 eV were reported to occur with 6 and 31  s, 

time constants, respectively.
47

 To check the feasibility of hole shift from ZnP cation to 

TEMPO, the radical cation of zinc tetraphenylporphyrine (ZnTPP) was generated upon 

bimolecular electron transfer with 0.02 M maleic anhydride as electron acceptor in 

acetonitrile. Figure S15A and S16 show the buildup on the hundred of nanoseconds timescale 

of the ZnTPP cation band in the 405-410 nm region. If 0.02 M TEMPO is additionally present 

in the solution, the ZnTPP cation band is totally suppressed (Figure 15B). This is a clear 

evidence that hole shift from ZnP cation to TEMPO is operative.  
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Figure 3. ns- s transient absorption spectra recorded at various time delays after 532 nm 

excitation of a TiO2 film with a low concentration of adsorbed hyd-ZnP-TEMPO. The inset 

shows the time evolution of the absorbance of the porphyrin cation band at 410 nm. 

 

Photovoltaic performances in dye sensitized solar cells 

Although the primary goal of this study is not to develop new systems for photovoltaic cells, 

we were curious to assess the photovoltaic performances of these dyes in DSSC. First, it 

enables to screen the best dyeing conditions of the TiO2 films. Second, an effective “dye-

catalyst” for DSPEC should produce photocurrent in DSSC, therefore the photovoltaic 

efficiency in DSSC can provide first insights into the potential of these systems for 

photocatalysis. First, different soaking times were investigated from 1 hours to 8 hours and it 

turns out that 3 hours is the optimal condition in the toluene/ethanol (1/1) at the concentration 

of 0.2 mM. Then, these conditions were used to chemisorb the dyes on nanocrytalline TiO2 

electrodes that were used as photoanodes to fabricate DSSCs with iodide/triiodide redox 

couple in acetonitrile electrolyte (see experimental part for details). The metrics of the solar 

cells, such as short circuit current density (Jsc), open circuit voltage (Voc), fill factor (ff) and 

power conversion efficiency (PCE) are gathered in Table 2. Typical current/voltage curves 

and incident photon-to-current efficiency (IPCE) spectra are shown in Figure S17 and Figure 

S18 respectively. 

 

 

Table 2. Metrics of the solar cells recorded with the different dye under calibrated AM1.5 (100 

mW/cm
2
) sunlight simulator. 

 

JSC 

(mA/cm
2
) 

VOC 

(mV) 

FF 

(%) 

PCE 

(%) 

hyd-ZnP 1.82±0.08 573±3 69±1 0.72±0.01 

hyd-ZnP-TEMPO 3.45±0.2 632±5 72±1 1.65±0.05 
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HO2C-ZnP 1.77±0.2 570±2 69±2 0.70±0.02 

HO2C-ZnP-TEMPO 4.3±0.4 645±10 72±2 2.00±0.2 

 

First, the PCEs of these porphyrin systems are indeed much lower than those of the champion 

push-pull porphyrin sensitizers, which reach PCEs around 13-14%.
71, 72

 Compared with 

previously reported similar simple tetraryl zinc porphyrins,
73

 the dyes of this study display 

lower PCEs essentially due to their lower Jsc, although one publication from Diau and co-

workers
74

 reports similar performances as ours. It is likely that the electron withdrawing 

substituent (amide or ester) in trans position to the anchoring moiety modifies the electron 

distribution in the excited state that disfavors electron injection efficiency. Second, based on 

the results of the PV measurements, two important conclusions can be drawn. First, the “ZnP-

TEMPO” dyads outperform the parent reference zinc porphyrins lacking the TEMPO unit. 

This is the direct consequence of much higher Jsc and Voc when the TEMPO moiety is 

present, resulting in more than twice higher PCEs. The higher photovoltaic performances in 

DSSCs of the dyads can be logically ascribed to a longer-lived charge separated state 

resulting from the hole shift from the zinc porphyrin radical cation formed after electron 

injection in TiO2. Indeed, the longer distance between the TiO2 surface and the positive 

charge on TEMPO most certainly decreases the rate of charge recombination, which enhances 

the Voc and the Jsc.
75

 Although the driving force of the hole shift reaction is weak (about -0.1 

eV), it appears sufficient for it to occur quite efficiently.
22a

 Second, the dyad with carboxylic 

acid anchoring group gives a little more photocurrent density than that with hydroxamic acid. 

Similar results were reported before and can be ascribed to faster electron injection in TiO2, 

probably due to a larger electronic coupling.
58, 60

 

 

Photocatalytic performances in DSPEC 

The photocatalytic performances of the “ZnP-TEMPO” dyads were determined using MeO-

Ph-CH2OH, as it is a classical reference substrate used in many studies with TEMPO 

catalysts, although that the latter can be most certainly compatible with other alcohols (see 

below).
36

 In addition, two different media were explored, first an aqueous electrolyte, since 

water is the greenest solvent and second acetonitrile, because this organic solvent is 

potentially relevant for alcohols that are not water soluble. Moreover, acetonitrile is also 

compatible with CO2 to envision reduction photocatalysis,
76

 which might be a valuable 

reaction to perform at the cathode in future tandem photocatalytic devices. The photocatalytic 

properties were analyzed with the dye chemisorbed on nanocrystalline TiO2 films, similar as 

those used in DSSCs, but dipped in a electrolyte containing 50 mM of MeO-Ph-CH2OH using 

a standard three-electrode PEC under 1 sun illumination (about 100mW/cm
2
 with 400 nm 

cutoff filter), with a platinum grid as the counter electrode and a saturated calomel electrode 

(SCE) as reference. The quantity of MeO-Ph-CH2OH produced in the electrolyte was 

determined by gas chromatography after light irradiation. 
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Measurements in aqueous electrolytes 

First, chopped light linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) of hyd-ZnP-TEMPO and hyd-ZnP 

between 0.3 V until -0.5 V vs. SCE in borate buffer at pH = 8 with MeO-Ph-CH2OH was 

conducted (Figure 4A). The current density is much higher with the dyad than with the zinc 

porphyrin lacking the TEMPO, evidencing the key role of this organo-catalyst. The 

photocurrent density decreases as the electrode is bias to negative potentials, however, it 

remains relatively high until -0.3 V vs. SCE, meaning that, under light irradiation, the 

photoanode can perform alcohol oxidation at much more negative potential than in the dark 

(Figure S10). In these latter conditions, MeO-Ph-CH2OH oxidation arose at an onset potential 

of 0.74 V vs. SCE, indicating that light irradiation enables a significant gain of ca. 1 V. 

However, compare to the thermodynamic oxidation potential of benzyl alcohol (-0.51 V vs. 

SCE at pH = 8),
77

 the applied potential is still more positive by about 0.5 V. 

   

Figure 4. (A) chopped light linear sweep voltammetry measurements recorded under white 

light irradiation (white light Zhaner lamp about 350 W/m
2
) of hyd-ZnP-TEMPO and hyd-

ZnP on TiO2 film with 0.1 M borate buffer at pH = 8 containing [MeO-Ph-CH2OH] = 50 mM, 

[NaClO4] = 0.1 M. Scan starts from -0.5 V and ends at 0.3 V vs. SCE with scan rate 5 mV/s; 

(B) chopped light voltammetry measurements of hyd-ZnP-TEMPO recorded at a constant 

potential of 0 V vs. SCE with (red trace) and without (black trace) MeO-Ph-CH2OH (10 mM) 

in the same conditions as above. 

 

Then, chopped light photocurrent densities were recorded at a constant potential of 0 V vs. 

SCE for hyd-ZnP-TEMPO in borate buffer at pH = 8 in presence and in absence of alcohol 

(Figure 4B). In absence of MeO-Ph-CH2OH, the photocurrent density is significantly lower 

than in presence of alcohol, indirectly testifying of the catalysis mediated by TEMPO. 

Moreover, without alcohol in solution the voltamogramm exhibits spikes of larger amplitudes 

during on and off light cycles. The cathodic spikes, observed when the light is turned off, 

probably result from charge recombination between the injected electrons in TiO2 and the 

oxidized TEMPO, because it cannot be reset to its neutral state by reaction with the alcohol. 

The spikes directly after light irradiation likely indicate that the photocurrent density is 

probably limited by mass transport of alcohol to the photocatalyst inside the pores of TiO2. 
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Second the impact of the pH was examined, as it is reported that alcohol oxidation with 

TEMPO is pH dependent and usually works better in basic medium with an optimal pH 

situated around 10.
36, 62, 63

 Different electrolytes with borate buffer were used between pH 7.5 

and 10. The photocurrent responses under long term irradiation of hyd-ZnP-TEMPO at 

different pHs is shown in Figure S19 and the turnover number (TON), turnover frequency 

(TOF) and faradic efficiency (FE) are gathered in Table 3. 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. Photocurrent densities, TONs, TOFs and FEs measured at different electrolytes with hyd-

ZnP-TEMPO or hyd-ZnP + ac-TEMPO on 1 cm
2
 nanocrystalline TiO2 films for MeO-Ph-CH2OH 

oxidation. Experiments with hyd-ZnP : [ac-TEMPO] = 1 mM. 

Catalyst hyd-ZnP-TEMPO 
hyd-ZnP + 

ac-TEMPO 

Electrolyte 
Borate 

pH = 7.5 

Borate 

pH = 8 

Borate 

pH = 9 

Borate 

pH = 10 

CH3CN + 

MeImd 

CH3CN + 

MeImd 

J at 500 sec 

(mA/cm
2
) 

0.15±0.02 0.20±0.05 0.13±0.02 0.09±0.02 

 

0.10±0.02 

 

0.12±0.04 

TON 16±2 26±4 15±3 9±2 

 

13±2 

 

10±2
b 

(0.15±0.03) 

TOF 

(h
-1

) 
28±3 47±7 28±5 15±4 

 

24±4 

 

18±3
b 

(0.27±0.05) 

FE 

(%) 
86±5 82±6 80±10 93±10 

 

76±8 

 

85±6 

a
calculated from the quantity of hyd-ZnP-TEMPO loaded on the electrode; 

b
calculated from the 

quantity of hyd-ZnP loaded on the electrode and in parentheses from the number of mole of ac-

TEMPO in solution. 

 

The photocatalytic measurements, recorded under light irradiation at different pHs, provide 

several interesting information. First, the parent hyd-ZnP compound has no photocatalytic 

activity, since no significant quantity of para-methoxybenzaldehyde is found by gas 

chromatography analysis, even in the optimal conditions with borate buffer at pH = 8. Second 

in aqueous electrolytes, the dyad hyd-ZnP-TEMPO indeed catalyzes the photo-oxidation of 

MeO-Ph-CH2OH with a quite high efficiency since the FE is systemically superior or equal to 
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80% and the DSPEC can reach a sizeable current density of about 200 A/cm
2
 at pH = 8. 

These values are relatively high in comparison with those previously reported for alcohol 

oxidation in DSPEC with ruthenium catalyst,
19, 28-30, 33

 but also those usually obtained for 

water oxidation in TiO2 based DSPECs
19, 31

 or for H2 evolution in NiO DSPECs,
78

 in which 

much lower photocurrent densities are typically measured. As anticipated the photocatalytic 

efficiency is pH dependent, but the maximum rate and efficiency are reached at pH = 8 and 

decreases at higher pH. Both the rate of photocatalysis, reflected by the current density, and 

the overall efficiency depend on the intrinsic catalytic activity of TEMPO, the mass transport 

within TiO2 pores and the stability of the photocatalyst, both in terms of compound 

degradation (dye or catalyst) and desorption from the TiO2 electrode. The observation that the 

photocurrent decreases more steeply with irradiation time when the pH exceeds 8 suggests 

higher desorption and degradation rate of the photocatalyts at high pH (Figure S19). However, 

the absorption spectra of the TiO2 photoelectrode recorded before and after 1 hour of 

photolysis at pH = 8 are quite similar; indicating that dye desorption is probably not the main 

cause of photocatalytic loss in these conditions at pH = 8 (Figure S20). The fact that the 

photocatalysis decreases for pH above 8, while the electrocatalytic oxidation rate constant of 

TEMPO increases with pH, could mean that the rate of photocatalysis is limited by the 

diffusion of the alcohol inside the voids of TiO2 or that the TEMPO degrades faster in more 

basic conditions. It was indeed reported that TEMPO is not stable at high pH.
79

 In addition, 

the assumption that photocatalysis is controlled by mass transport is supported by the chopped 

light linear voltammetry measurements showing that the steady state photocurrent density is 

lower than that observed immediately after light irradiation (Figure 4). As generally observed 

in previously reported DSPEC, the photocurrent steadily decreases upon photocatalysis 

questioning the cause of this deleterious process (Figure S19). Towards this goal, we have 

investigated the effect of adding ac-TEMPO in the electrolyte to see whether the catalytic 

activity would be restored. After the run of one hour of photocatalysis in borate buffer, the 

photoelectrode was transferred in acetonitrile electrolyte and gives a significant photocurrent 

density (about 200 A/cm
2
). Then, after 100 seconds of light irradiation a concentrated 

solution of ac-TEMPO was added into the electrolyte (to reach a final concentration1 mM in 

the electrolyte). Interestingly, the photocurrent density did not change, suggesting that the 

degradation of TEMPO unit in the dyad is probably not the main reason of performances 

degradation. As a result, we assume that the degradation of the zinc porphyrin during catalysis 

might be the limiting factor of the long-term stability of the present system. Employing more 

photo- and/or electro-chemically stable dyes would likely enhance the stability of this type of 

DSPEC. 

Finally, the Incident Photon-to-electron Conversion Efficiency (IPCE) spectrum of the dyad 

hyd-ZnP-TEMPO was recorded in the optimal conditions of borate buffer at pH = 8 (Figure 

5). The maximum value reaches ca. 2.6% on the Soret band at 430 nm and the IPCE spectrum 

matches well with the absorption bands of the zinc porphyrin of the dyad recorded in a thin 

TiO2 film. In summary, the dyad hyd-ZnP-TEMPO is an efficient photocatalyst on TiO2 for 

benzyl alcohol oxidation, since it produces a quite significant photocurrent density and 

exhibits notable TON and TOF in comparison with other values reported in DSPECs for 

alcohol oxidation (Table S1). 
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Figure 5. IPCE spectrum of hyd-ZnP-TEMPO recorded at a constant potential of 0 V vs. SCE in 

borate buffer at pH = 8 and its and absorption spectrum recorded on thin (4 m) nanocristalline TiO2 

film without scattering layer. 

 

 

Measurements in acetonitrile electrolyte 

Electro-oxidation of alcohol by TEMPO is abundantly described in organic solvents in the 

presence of a base, as the formation of aldehyde is accompanied by a proton release. In this 

study, acetonitrile was used as solvent, because it is compatible with proton reduction and 

even more interesting for CO2 reduction as CO2 is more (7-8 times) soluble in acetonitrile 

than in water.
76

 Two organic bases, 2,6-lutidine and N-methyl-imidazole (Me-Imd) usually 

used for this purpose, were investigated here.
36

 Chopped light photocurrent densities were 

recorded at a constant potential of 0 V vs. SCE with TiO2 film coated with hyd-ZnP-TEMPO 

in presence of different concentrations of these two bases (Figure 6). The optimal 

concentrations of lutidine and N-methyl-imidazole are 10 mM and 100 mM respectively and 

N-methyl-imidazole gives much higher photocurrent densities than lutidine (about 3 folds). 

This is certainly due to the higher basicity of N-methyl-imidazole and the possibility to bind 

axially to ZnP which limits aggregation. 
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Figure 6. Chopped light voltammetry measurements of hyd-ZnP-TEMPO recorded at a constant 

potential of 0 V vs. SCE in presence of different concentrations of (A) 2,6-lutidine and (B) N-methyl-

imidazole in acetonitrile recorded under white light irradiation (1000 W/m
2
) with MeO-Ph-CH2OH 

(50 mM) and [LiClO4] = 0.1 M. 

 

Long term photolysis experiments were then conducted with Me-Imd at 100 mM in 

acetonitrile to determine the photocatalytic efficiency of hyd-ZnP-TEMPO in these 

conditions (Table 3 and Figure S21). Compared to borate buffer at pH = 8, the efficiency is 

significantly lower, as the values of TON and TOF are reduced by about a factor of two. This 

is certainly the consequence of a faster desorption rate of the photocatalyst in acetonitrile, 

because the dyad is much more soluble in acetonitrile than in the borate buffer (see below).  

 

Measurements with other benzyl alcohol substrates 

Although the chosen catalyst ac-TEMPO is known to be a very active system for many 

alcohol substrates,
36, 62, 80

 two other benzyl alcohols: namely benzyl alcohol (Ph-CH2OH) and 

para trifluoromethyl benzyl alcohol (CF3-Ph-CH2OH) an electron deficient substrate were 

studied both in borate buffer at pH 8 and in acetonitrile electrolyte in presence of methyl 

imidazole. The average photocurrent densities measured after 500 sec of photocatalysis are 

gathered in Table 4 and the current versus time curves are shown in Figure S22. 

 

Table 4. Photocurrent densities recorded at 500 sec during the photocatalysis experiments with hyd-

ZnP-TEMPO using three different benzyl alcohol substrates (50 mM). 

 MeO-Ph-CH2OH Ph-CH2OH CF3-Ph-CH2OH 

Borate buffer pH =8 0.20±0.05 mA/cm
2 0.19±0.08 mA/cm

2 0.50±0.05 mA/cm
2 

CH3CN+ Me-Imd 0.10±0.02 mA/cm
2 0.10±0.01 mA/cm

2 0.11±0.02 mA/cm
2 

 

It was observed that in borate buffer, benzyl alcohol gives approximatively the same 

photocurrent density as MeO-Ph-CH2OH, while CF3-Ph-CH2OH produces much higher 

photocurrent density. We interpret this surprising result as the consequence of the higher 

hydrophobicity of CF3-Ph-CH2OH, which probably improves its affinity to the lipophilic 

environment of the TiO2 photoanode coated with organic moieties (porphyrin and TEMPO). 

This is supported by the measurements in acetonitrile, which give higher photocurrent 
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densities in acetonitrile vs. borate buffer at the beginning of the experiments and similar 

photocurrent for all three substrates in acetonitrile electrolyte. Overall, these extra 

measurements show that these ZnP-TEMPO are quite active towards benzyl alcohol 

substrates in general, in agreement with previous studies,
36, 62, 80

 and that the wettability of the 

photoelectrode network by the substrate is certainly an important parameter to consider to 

maximize its contact with the catalytic surface hence the efficiency of the photocatalytic 

device. This is in agreement with other studies dealing with DSSC using water based 

electrolytes
81

 and DSPEC for water oxidation.
54

 

 

Impact of covalent linkage of TEMPO with ZnP on the photocatalysis 

In DSPECs, the catalyst is generally covalently tethered to the photosensitizer or co-grafted 

with the latter on the surface of the semiconductor.
31, 32

 In some rare cases, it is solubilized in 

the electrolyte.
35, 82

 The latter approach presents the advantage of being simpler in term of 

synthesis, but requires a larger quantity of the catalyst and is less practical for its recycling as 

the latter must be separated from the product in the electrolyte. However, we investigated the 

photocatalytic performance of hyd-ZnP in association with ac-TEMPO in the electrolyte. In 

borate buffer at pH = 8 with 50 mM of MeO-Ph-CH2OH, increasing concentrations of ac-

TEMPO from 0 to 10 mM do not change the photocurrent density delivered by the TiO2 film 

sensitized by hyd-ZnP. This is most certainly attributable to the low solubility of ac-TEMPO 

in water, which prevents reaching a sufficient concentration to quickly react with the oxidized 

porphyrin before charge recombination. Then, the same experiment was conducted in the 

acetonitrile electrolyte containing Me-Imd by adding increasing quantities of ac-TEMPO 

(from 0 mM to 10 mM, Figure S23). Interestingly, the photocurrent density of the 

photoelectrode sensitized by hyd-ZnP increases upon addition of ac-TEMPO, but it reaches 

a plateaus at around 1 mM. Then, long term photolysis experiments were undertaken in these 

conditions to compare the performances with the system in which the catalyst is appended to 

the zinc porphyrin (hyd-ZnP-TEMPO). Within experimental errors, the performances of the 

two systems are quite alike (Table 3 and Figure S21). Only TOF is significantly higher with 

hyd-ZnP-TEMPO than hyd-ZnP + ac-TEMPO and this can be understood as the 

consequence of a faster hole shift to the catalyst due to the proximity brought by covalent 

linkage. However, the recovery of the catalytic system is much easier with the dyad (simple 

rinsing of the photoelectrode) and quantity of the used catalyst is much lower with the dyad 

(84 nmol versus 7000 nmol). 

 

 

 

Comparison of hyd-ZnP-TEMPO with HO2C-ZnP-TEMPO 

Having the dyad HO2C-ZnP-TEMPO at our disposition, we have naturally investigated its 

photocatalytic performance in the optimized conditions both in borate buffer at pH 8 and in 

acetonitrile with Me-Imd. In borate buffer, the photocurrent density was 230 A/cm
2
 after 
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500 seconds of irradiation, TON, TOF, and FE were 24, 44 h
-1

 and 89 %, respectively. These 

values are very close to that measured with the dyad hyd-ZnP-TEMPO, indicating that the 

anchoring group does not significantly affect the photocatalytic efficiency of the system in 

aqueous medium. This result is in line with the photovoltaic performances recorded in DSSCs 

which are quite similar with both dyads, let alone a higher Jsc with HO2C-ZnP-TEMPO. 

The low solubility of both dyads in water limits their desorption from the TiO2 electrode. 

However, a close inspection of the photocurrent evolution as a function of irradiation time of 

this dyad with that of hyd-ZnP-TEMPO reveals that it decays more abruptly, pointing to a 

lower stability of carboxylic acid anchor (Figure S24). In acetonitrile electrolyte with Me-

Imd, thedesorption of the dyad HO2C-ZnP-TEMPO is so fast that it prevents to measure the 

quantity of the produced aldehyde. In conclusion, the replacement of carboxylic acid 

anchoring group by hydroxamic acid imparts a more robust binding to titania electrode. This 

enhanced stability has little impact in aqueous electrolyte where the dyad is poorly soluble, 

but is becomes crucial in acetonitrile electrolyte in which the solubility is sufficiently high, 

enabling quick desorption of the dyad within few minutes. 

 

Conclusions 

A novel photocatalytic system consisting of a zinc porphyrin connected to a TEMPO organo-

catalyst was prepared and thoroughly investigated for solar driven benzyl alcohol oxidation in 

a TiO2 based DSPEC. The dyad hyd-ZnP-TEMPO effectively catalyzes methoxybenzyl 

alcohol oxidation upon light irradiation of a TiO2 based photoanode coated with this 

photocatalyst. The optimal performance was observed in aqueous electrolyte at pH = 8, but 

the system also works with similar efficiency in acetonitrile in presence of N-methyl-

imidazole. However, in acetonitrile electrolyte, the leaching of the photocatalyst from the 

TiO2 electrode is undoubtedly the major reason for the decrease of the catalytic performance. 

On the other hand, in aqueous conditions, the porphyrin degradation is certainly the main 

cause for the observed reduction of catalytic efficiency. In spite of its low driving force, the 

hole shift reaction from the zinc porphyrin radical cation occurs quite efficiently, as proved by 

the enhanced photovoltaic performances in DSSC of the dyad hyd-ZnP-TEMPO relative to 

the parent zinc porphyrin lacking the TEMPO unit. The comparison of the dyad hyd-ZnP-

TEMPO with the bi-component system “hyd-ZnP + ac-TEMPO”, that was possible in 

acetonitrile, indicates that both approaches give similar performances, but the recovery of the 

catalyst is easier with the dyad and the quantity of the catalyst involved is much lower. It is 

observed in this study that hydroxamic acid is undoubtedly a more stable anchoring group 

than carboxylic acid, but photocatalyst desorption represents a major source of instability only 

when the system is soluble in the electrolyte. When the dye is very insoluble in the medium, 

for example here in aqueous borate buffer, the decrease of the catalytic activity can be 

attributed to dye leaching from the electrode surface. This is another strong argument to 

develop fully organic photocatalytic systems for DSPECs, since charged transition metal 

complexes are more prone to water solubility. 
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The performance of the presented photocatalytic system stands among the highest ever 

reported for alcohol oxidation in DSPECs (Table S1) and compares very well with most of 

those reported for oxygen or hydrogen evolution with such photoelectrosynthetic systems. As 

a result, alcohol photo-oxidation, and particularly those extracted from biomass, represents an 

attractive reaction to pair with water or CO2 reduction so as to develop tandem 

photoelectrosynthetic cells producing valuable compounds at both electrodes. Overall, the 

present investigation provides several significant information for the development of 

advanced catalytic photoanodes for DSPECs. First, TEMPO organo-catalyst is not only a 

cheaper but also a more efficient and more robust catalyst for alcohol oxidation than 

polypyridine ruthenium complexes classically used for the same purpose in DSPECs. Second, 

the two electron oxidation of alcohol is an interesting alternative to the four electron oxidation 

of water to develop higher performing photocatalytic systems for artificial photosynthesis. 

Indeed, quite good photocurrent densities were measured in DSPEC with a regular tetra-aryl 

zinc porphyrin, which is, however, a modest TiO2 sensitizer (as demonstrated with the 

moderate short circuit photocurrent density recorded in DSSC) and with a weak driving force 

for hole shift with TEMPO. As a consequence, much higher performances and longer stability 

could certainly be obtained with the strategy reported here, but by employing a more efficient 

and more robust TiO2 sensitizer that also displays a higher oxidation potential than ZnP or a 

TEMPO derivative with a lower catalytic potential than ac-TEMPO. There are indeed many 

TiO2 sensitizers
83, 84

 and several TEMPO catalysts
85

 that fulfill these requirements. This 

attractive strategy might help in designing new catalytic photoanodes for DSPEC that will be 

more efficient and will provide valuable products in a greener and more sustainable manner. 
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